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Questions

Would you be willing to consider the cancellation of the Saturday as a meeting day?

As an IPPOG member I try to adjust my schedule to match the IPPOG meeting
dates and I prefer when there is a poll suggesting at least 2-3 different slots, pending
organisational and other constraints.

As IPPOG chair, I would definitely involve the group more into the (re)definition
of our semi-annual meetings: both their structure and their contents. Including a
Saturday in our meetings ‘saves’ worktime but has drawbacks – family, break, etc.
Seeing people leaving one after the other on the final Saturday morning while we
are having our CB meeting is clearly bad: this must be addressed asap.
Thus, I would circulate a poll asking for suggestions to see what people prefer,
why they do so and see what the majority thinks. The new proposal would then
be circulated widely before being endorsed by the CB.

 For that matter and others, I would seek more participation from IPPOG as a whole.
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Questions

What is your position towards associated members and how can they be involved
and be effective in the activities of IPPOG?
[National Labs whose countries are members, who would like a non-voting seat at the CB.]

All associate members are more than welcome, provided that there is an agreement
at the level of the country and that we keep one seat per country in the CB.

 The MoU member and the associate members of the same country should agree on
common positions prior to IPPOG / CB meetings.

 Outside of the CB, there is no much difference between members and associates.
All can be involved in any existing activity, suggest new ones, request support,
report about achievements, etc. The procedures in place are the same.

 This should only provide constructive interferences, an asset for all members
and the collaboration as a whole.
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Questions

What are your ideas to improve and make the agenda of the general meetings
more effective? Currently there are some repetitions and probably more time
should be allocated to more structured projects/events

 First – as explained in response to the first question – a poll asking feedback from
the collaboration as a whole to see what people like / don’t like / would keep /
would change / would improve.

 Reporting about successful projects, ongoing activities, plans, ideas, etc. is an
important component of our meetings as this is the place where we get new ideas,
share experience, learn a lot. Yet, as the collaboration grows, as the fields extend,
we have to limit this part: otherwise it could easily fill the whole meeting.
Moreover, situations between countries are so different that it is often difficult to
import in one’s country what has worked elsewhere. We should ensure that the talks
selected for in-person meetings reflect the diversity of the collaboration, both in
terms of people and topics. Reports that cannot be included in a meeting agenda
should appear in newsletters / news items released regularly in between meetings.
Or we could have summary talks reporting about all similar activities at once.
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Questions

What are your ideas to improve and make the agenda of the general meetings
more effective? Currently there are some repetitions and probably more time
should be allocated to more structured projects/events

 One way or the other, IPPOG should reach out external audiences with
‘deliverables’ ‘made in IPPOG’ – like any collaboration. These should progress in
between meetings but meetings are the natural place to boost them with
dedicated in-person sessions where people would meet, discuss concretely, make
some actions and define together the next steps.

 I don’t know exactly yet how that could work given the number of countries,
langages, fields we are representing in IPPOG, but I’m sure this is a way forward
worth exploring all together.
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IPPOG chairs

 Having co-chairs is essential

 If I were elected, I would push for a single, non-renewable mandate of 4 years
(3 is an odd number, 2 may be too short: an election every year),
with 1/2 chairs renewed every two years to ensure continuity. 
 The IPPOG collaboration is large enough to be a breeding ground for chairs:

a regular turnaround would protect against time’s erosion

 In consultation with the IPPOG co-chair, I would have no problem being the person
initiating that rota.
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IPPOG personpower and budget use

 The need to have dedicated people working for IPPOG at 0.5 FTE or more
 So not the chairs…
is essential

 CERN (Collaboration manager and Masterclasses) and USA (Masterclasses)
are already contributing significantly to this effort

 Going beyond requires using part of our budget
After the current transition phase, we should have an open call to recruit

someone who would match best the profile defined by the collaboration
to fulfill well-defined tasks.
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CV
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